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There's a Hole in My Sidewalk

1999

the quality of your life depends on you win over your toughest critic your self critic
is the culprit who causes overwhelm self sabotage hesitation and holding back it s the
loud inner voice of your doubts and fears learn how to transform your self critic into
your 1 fan avoid the time and energy zappers of self criticism that suck the life out
of you take care of you first so you feel loved and peaceful making it simpler and
easier to love others and create what you really want in your life use these daily love
notes attention getters to the inner self to awaken it to create clarity balance
fulfillment abundance and peace don t ignore the self critic seduce it into loving you
life is too short live it now with the fullness of you and what you really want for
your life no matter what you ve been through you deserve to fully enjoy a life you love
life is so much more when you re willing to break through blinders about you and what
you deserve in life and when you live your life by nurturing a higher love for yourself
romance yourself now your life depends on it to let love in to let god in to receive
abundance you must get your critical self out of the way

Fall in Love with Your Life

2009-09-24

this novel tells the story of three young adults lily jack and max who are caught in a
love triangle lily is a successful businesswoman who is focused on her career while
jack is a talented artist struggling to make it in the art world max is a wealthy
playboy who is used to getting what he wants as the love triangle develops lily finds
herself torn between her feelings for jack and her attraction to max who is more stable
and financially secure jack struggles to compete with max s wealth and influence
eventually lily must make a choice between the two men and they are forced to confront
their feelings for her after the resolution of the love triangle all three characters
face challenges as they navigate their new relationships and the aftermath of the
events of the novel as the years pass they all experience personal and professional
growth eventually they run into each other again and are able to find closure and a
sense of peace in the epilogue of the novel the three main characters are happy and
content with the paths their lives have taken despite the resolution of the love
triangle lily and her partner still face challenges in their relationship and they must
learn to balance their careers and personal lives jack finds confidence and success in
his art career and max becomes a responsible and successful businessman the novel ends
with a reunion of lily jack and max who are grateful for the growth and self discovery
they experienced together they reflect on the love triangle that brought them together
and the lessons they learned and they embrace the future with hope and determination

Love's Crossroads

2023-01-10

50 ways of self love is a self help book not a self shame book meredith marple will
never tell you that you need to be better she will never convince you that you need to
improve yourself because there is no room to be better and to upgrade when you re
already enough as is whole as is and worthy as is meredith shares with her audience her
understanding in the incredible force and power behind the relationship we create and
maintain with ourselves 50 ways of self love provides you with various creative non
bullshit ways to enhance your own inner reflective love story through the teachings of
regular practice with a side of sassy and fun compiled are 50 of her best tips which
will be helpful in your own romance story with yourself some of them are simple steps
which you can engage in immediately some are more complex steps which take conscious
effort time and processing to fully integrate therefore some chapters include questions
or blank spaces for you to question your thoughts and beliefs and to journal as your
reflect on the book you are reading

50 Ways of Self-Love

2015-07-07

while the world often categorizes women in reductive false binaries careerist versus
mother feminine versus fierce romance novels a unique form of the love story offer an
imaginative space of mingled alternatives for a heroine on her journey to selfhood in
creating identity jayashree kamblé examines the romance genre with its sensile
flexibility in retaining what audiences find desirable and discarding what is not by
asking an important question who is the romance heroine and what does she want to find
the answer kamblé explores how heroines in ten novels reject societal labels and
instead remake themselves on their own terms with their own agency using a truly
intersectional approach kamblé combines gender and sexuality marxism critical race
theory and literary criticism to survey various aspects of heroines identities such as
sexuality gender work citizenship and race ideal for readers interested in gender
studies and literary criticism creating identity highlights a genre in which heroines
do not accept that independence and strong loving relationships are mutually exclusive
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but instead demand both echoing the call from the very readers who have made this genre
so popular

Creating Identity

2023-04-11

romance languages spoken interaction speech and linguistic description phonetic aspects
of speech multimodality pragmatics conversation and discourse speech and
sociolinguistics speech in bilingualism and multilingualism gscp international
conference

Self and Other in Dialogue

2018

courtney never dreamed she d win the pleasure temple contest or that she d fall for its
billionaire owner bo ryans unlucky in love and life courtney does something completely
out of character she enters to win a naughty prize as fortune would have it she wins
and lands a three month stay at the las vegas luxury resort pleasure temple where she
can sample any sensual experience that tickles her fancy despite her best intentions to
avoid the more intimate offerings courtney finds herself bound every night in the
seductive arms of raife a masked master seducer somehow raife manages to awaken parts
of her she never knew existed and as if these sensual experiences weren t enough to
upend courtney s life it turns out billionaire bo ryans has set his sights on courtney
torn between her blissful awakening under raife s hand and the promise of a stable
relationship with an amazing man will courtney bet it all on pleasure or love

Blissful Awakenings: A Courtney Bliss Romance

2021-08-21

have you struggled to understand depression in yourself in a close friend or family
member or just in the people you observe around you have you ever wondered in vain what
had caused your depression what sinister process took over your mind and what you could
do to cure or overcome it or did you wish you could know what caused another person s
depression wished you could read what that person was thinking and felt completely
helpless about what if anything you could do to help them has all the information you
found on depression seemed utterly shallow unsatisfying or irrelevant well this book
will give you the answers knowledge and in depth understanding of the psychology of
depression that you have been searching for but couldn t find because it isn t
available almost anywhere else in depression and the immature romance the author
humanistic psychologist and expert on depression roman gelperin will teach you all
about the little known causes types and unseen inner psychology of depression you ll
also learn what things cure depression which cures to pursue for different types of
depression and the ways you can help yourself and the people around you having
personally experienced depression consumed all the best literature and research on the
subject and for a year and a half even dated a girl with a long history of depression
while writing this book the author weaves introspection interpersonal observation and
cutting edge research into a masterful and eye opening narrative explaining depression
this book tackles a classic psychological paradox first noted by freud why does a
loving relationship between two mature adults normally lead after its breakup only to
regular healthy sadness while an ambivalent love hate relationship between two
adolescents or those with the mentality of adolescents more often end in a pathological
self hating depression diving into his own experience of depression caused by the
breakup of his first adolescent relationship the author decisively answers this
question with unreserved honesty and rigorous detail he reveals the cause mental
processes and surprising cure of his own depression and he takes concrete examples of
real individuals who also identified the cause underlying psychology and permanent cure
of their depressions to give you a groundbreaking new understanding of the full range
of depression in general this book covers the following a detailed overview of what s
currently known about depression the nature of the emotions and cognitive elements
involved in depression a surefire formula that causes depression cases in which
depression is an appropriate reaction the different types of depression and the remedy
each requires depression as an adaptive function in animals that possess social status
psychedelic drugs as a new powerful treatment for certain types of depression by the
end of this book you ll have a rich understanding of depression have greater awareness
control and insight into your own mental processes and have a good sense of what
another person is going through when they become depressed you ll also know highly
effective ways to prevent depression in yourself and others how you can provide genuine
help to a depressed friend or relative and how to repair your own mental processes when
they go wrong

Depression and the Immature Romance

2019-05-25

the ancient greek romances of achilles tatius and heliodorus were widely imitated by
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early modern writers such as miguel de cervantes philip sidney and mary wroth like
their greek models renaissance romances used ekphrasis or verbal descriptions of visual
representation as a tool for characterization the emblematics of the self shows how the
women foreigners and non christians of these tales reveal their identities and desires
in their responses to the verbal pictures of romance elizabeth b bearden illuminates
how verbal pictures enliven characterization in english spanish and neolatin romances
from 1552 to 1621 she notes the capacity for change among characters such as cross
dressed amazons shepherdish princesses and white mauritanians who traverse
transnational cultural and aesthetic environments engaging and rigorous the emblematics
of the self breaks new ground in understanding hegemonic and cosmopolitan european
conceptions of the other as well as new possibilities for early modern identities in an
increasingly global renaissance

The Emblematics of the Self

2012-01-21

romance writing explores the changing nature of both the romance genre and the
discourse of romantic love from the seventeenth century to the present day indeed it is
one of the first studies to approach romantic love as both genre and discourse in more
than sixty years faced with the challenge of writing a cultural history for what is
commonly understood to be one of lifes most universal a historical and cross cultural
phenomena lynne pearce has invoked the concept of the gift to calculate loves added
value at different cultural historical moments building upon those philosophical
traditions which have argued for the powerfully transformative nature of romantic love
pearce shows how in the history of literature lovers have utilized its spark to change
not only themselves but also their worlds through acts of creativity and heroism the
gift of love ranges from the simple gift of a name in the seventeenth century through
notions of immortality self sacrifice and selfhood in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries through to the liberating temporal and spatial dislocations of the postmodern
age the opening chapter the alchemy of love also undertakes an in depth engagement of
the changing nature and meaning of romantic love providing a judicious blend of close
reading and cultural history romance writing will be essential reading for
undergraduate students as well as postgraduates and scholars working in the field while
also offering much of interest to the general reader

Romance Writing

2007-01-05

this volume brings together in a single resource fourteen empirical studies examining a
variety of emotions and behaviors covering many aspects of love romance and sexual
interaction from recent issues of current psychology scholars from universities and
research centers bring under the empiricist s microscope a variety of emotions and
behaviors ranging from dating relationships criteria for the ideal mate held by both
men and women the relationship between perceptions of parents and partners in a direct
test of psychoanalytic conceptualizations of mate selection how the media influence
perceptions about love and romance sources of marital conflict gender differences in
responses to infidelity and even the attitudes of consumers toward prostitution
contributors and topics of discussion include albert mehrabian and jeffrey s blum
physical appearance attractiveness and the mediating effect of emotions gordon l flett
paul l hewitt brenley shapiro and jill rayman perfectionism beliefs and adjustment in
dating relationships robert ervin cramer jeffrey t schaefer and suzanne reid
identifying the ideal mate more evidence for male female convergence glenn geher
perceived and actual characteristics of parents and partners a freudian model of mate
selection claudia j haferkamp beliefs about relationships in relation to television
viewing soap opera viewing and self monitoring blaine j flowers and brooks applegate
marital satisfaction and conventionalization examined didactically claudia j haferkamp
dysfunctional beliefs self monitoring and marital conflict emily a impett kristin p
beals and letitia a peplau testing the investment model of relationship commitment and
stability in a longitudinal study of married couples richard clements and clifford h
swensen commitment to one s spouse as a predictor of marital quality among older
couples robert ervin cramer william todd abraham lesley m johnson barbara manning ryan
gender differences in subjective distress to emotional and sexual infidelity william
todd abraham robert ervin cramer ana maria fernandez and eileen mahler infidelity race
and gender ami rokach strategies of coping with loneliness throughout the lifespan

Love, Romance, Sexual Interaction

2018-01-16

discover the magic of love and transform your relationships with the love witch
practicing magic for relationships romance and self love are you ready to dive into the
enchanting world of love magic want to empower your relationships amplify your romance
and truly embrace self love then the love witch practicing magic for relationships
romance and self love is just the guide you need in this enchanting and comprehensive
guide you ll uncover the potent power of love magic an age old practice steeped in
mysticism and learn how to channel it to enhance your personal relationships and self
esteem from setting up a love altar to casting circles that provide a sacred space for
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your rituals every chapter unravels secrets that bring you a step closer to becoming a
love witch the book goes beyond just attracting a new partner or reigniting the flame
in an existing relationship it teaches you rituals and meditations aimed at promoting
self love and healing past wounds the foundations for any successful relationship learn
to concoct love potions create potent charms and use aphrodisiacs to add a touch of
magic to your love life delve into different methods of love divination like tarot
cards and pendulum readings to gain a deeper understanding of your love dynamics
explore the significance of moon phases and seasons in love magic and learn to harness
their energy for your benefit with the love witch practicing magic for relationships
romance and self love your journey towards being a love witch is a transformative
experience that illuminates your path with love healing and personal growth embrace
this magical journey and let love in all its forms manifest in your life become the
love witch you are destined to be unlock the power of love magic today

The Love Witch

2023-06-24

discover the power of love to heal and transform your life love is universal and every
human craves it regardless of age sex race status or any other factor we all need love
to survive and thrive but getting the love you want and letting it in is easier said
than done this book will make you fall in love with yourself again transforming your
relationships and allowing you to live an extraordinary life the search for love that
never ends the word love is so overused and misused today that many of us are left
wondering what it really means when someone says i love you but spiritual seekers and
quantum physicists alike know that love is the driving force of the universe it is the
stuff that all human beings crave and it exists in many forms and manifestations sharon
illustrates the irony of a culture that idealizes love when so many people fail to love
themselves we hunger for what we don t have and constantly look for love outside of
ourselves she has packed the book with helpful advice on how you can learn to love and
accept yourself unconditionally allowing you to experience all the love you need
without having to chase it or sacrifice your values in order to get others to like or
love you love is the answer looks at the many faces of love from romance friendship and
family relationships to love of humanity and self love you ll discover the incredible
impact love has on our lives and how the lack of love can wreak havoc in your life in
mysterious and terrible ways if you ve experienced trauma addiction or recurring
destructive patterns in relationships love is the transformational key to breaking
through and overcoming the chains that have been holding you back from living your
dream life through radical self love you ll discover a new relationship with yourself
and the people in your life during her career as a relationship coach author sharon
cheney found that many people suffer from a lack of self love causing them to
continually search for love and acceptance from others this constant search for love
leaves us starved and isolated and can often cause us to pursue unfulfilling goals and
relationships when you feel stuck grasping at goals and relationship ideals that seem
unattainable love is what you re really looking for the inspiration for love is the
answer came from a remarkable event that happened in 2010 sharon had an unusual
experience an opening of her heart after which she became much more sensitive to the
feelings of others and could instantly experience everything they felt she became aware
of how her words impacted others and how we affect each other in our daily interactions
the experience changed sharon s life so much that she wanted to share her newfound
knowledge so others could enjoy the benefits of transformation through love in this her
third book she offers practical guidance on how we can learn to love and accept
ourselves unconditionally the book is filled with fascinating observations and
practical advice on how to master self love to attract the love we all want in life for
a better life and a better world love truly is the answer scroll up and click buy now
to bring more love into your life and our world

Love Is The Answer

2018-07-24

are you missing out on the indie publishing revolution tell us a love story writing
romance novels in the 21st century this book is a simple beginner s guide for you to
get started immediately writing and publishing your first or next romance ebook i want
to make the process simpler for you and more direct it s filled with hints and tips
that you can really come back to at any point while you re writing about love and you
can jump to any section you need to for a bit of inspiration or information i want to
cut to the chase with the steps you need to take and i want to let you know that at any
time you can put down this book and just go start writing your romance novel or short
story i ll be here when you get back you are a writer today we ll discuss why you
should write a romance novel how to get started and what s involved with your main
characters your world your storyline and your plot we ll discuss everything from steamy
love scenes to choosing titles and creating ebook covers we ll talk about editing
marketing pen names romance creativity and so much more but we ll be quick so you can
get writing
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Beginner's Guide to Writing and Self-Publishing Romance
eBooks

2015-03-28

dear indie author forget everything you think you know about writing and self
publishing chances are it s complete bullshit nowadays there are literally hundreds of
thousands of people who dream of being a professional writer and thanks to self
publishing and print on demand there s nothing stopping you or anyone else from
publishing whatever you want even if it s complete crap the result every year millions
of shitty books get self published books that should have never been published in the
first place because they are so bad nobody wants to read them while you re reading this
little book one of two things is likely gonna happen either you totally hate this book
because you feel what i m saying is stepping on your toes and you may feel personally
attacked or you wholeheartedly agree with this book because you re one of the few good
indie authors who actually have talent but even if you hate every word i say you
probably should take the time to read this book anyway because you ll learn a few very
important things i promise to keep it short oliver

The Ugly Truth About Self-Publishing

2018-04-19

you can t pour from an empty cup take care of yourself it is a state of appreciation
for oneself that grows from actions that support our physical psychological and
spiritual growth we never realise that we need to love ourselves first how much do we
value and feel good about ourselves that we expect love and appreciation from others
the hunt is always outside where can we find love and the lover until we learn to
embrace ourselves there is no way we can be loved by and love others too as you read
the book you will learn that loving yourself is a life long romance self love is
considered important because loving yourself means that you become fully aware of your
being of your strengths and weaknesses you are more aware of your gift to the world you
ll see how to become a powerful source within yourself that attracts better cultivate
an acceptance of who you are and what you feel impassioned to do embrace setbacks more
when you slip off the road evolve your ability to create a positive atmosphere around
you define yourself in shaping the kind of life you want adopt healthy habits and take
care of your physical self be your own kind stay true to yourself mind is a flexible
mirror adjust it to see a better version of yourself writes asha nair

Ocean of Self-Love

2020-10-30

this volume presents original views of the relationship between desire and romance it
begins by looking anew at the nature of desire citing its central theoretical text as
freud s beyond the pleasure principle it traces the struggle betwen myth and romance
between the ego on its way to death and the self in search of life through close
readings of poems and letters of john keats and in detailed considerations of a series
of novels including frankenstein wuthering heights jane eyre and sons and lovers

The Death-ego and the Vital Self

2003

after two years of marriage he had regarded her as an enemy and had not touched her in
the slightest he had humiliated her in front of other women si wan you are the most
disgusting woman in the world faced with his callousness she finally decided to leave
who knew that he would be so domineering he wrapped her in his arms and said without my
permission who allowed you to leave

Remember Self-Control: Bossy Husband Loves Me Deep to Soul

2020-03-06

this book shows how early women novelists from aphra behn to mary davys drew on debates
about the self generated by the scientific revolution to establish the novel as a genre
fascinated by the problematic idea of a unified self underpinning modes of thinking
female novelists innovated narrative structures to interrogate this idea

Women, the Novel, and Natural Philosophy, 1660–1727

2014-03-06

from the author of we just clicked and the man i didn t marry comes a brand new
romantic and moving love story daring to find a second chance in life and love
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Note to Self

2022-06-23

outlines practices that can help women to better understand their sexuality and enhance
an intimate life covering such topics as the physiology of sexual desire the role of
communication in a sexual relationship and techniques for creative lovemaking

Pure Romance

2008

the romance publishing landscape in the philippines is vast and complex characterised
by entangled industrial players diverse kinds of texts and siloed audiences this
element maps the large multilayered and highly productive sector of the filipino
publishing industry it explores the distinct genre histories of romance fiction in this
territory and the social political and technological contexts that have shaped its
development it also examines the close connections between romance publishing and other
media sectors alongside unique reception practices it takes as a central case study the
filipino romance self publishing collective romanceclass analysing how they navigate
this complex local landscape as well as the broader international marketplace the
majority of scholarship on romance fiction exclusively focuses on the anglo american
industry by focusing here on the philippines the authors hope to disrupt this
phenomenon and to contribute to a more decentred rhizomatic approach to understanding
this genre world

Publishing Romance Fiction in the Philippines

2023-06-08

criticism about the neo victorian novel a genre of historical fiction that re imagines
aspects of the victorian world from present day perspectives has expanded rapidly in
the last fifteen years but given little attention to the engagement between science and
religion of great interest to victorians this subject often appears in neo victorian
novels including those by such well known authors as john fowles a s byatt graham swift
and mathew kneale this book discusses novels in which nineteenth century science
including geology paleontology and evolutionary theory interacts with religion through
accommodations conflicts and crises of faith in general these texts abandon
conventional religion but retain the ethical connectedness and celebration of life
associated with spirituality at its best registering the growth of nineteenth century
secularism and drawing on aspects of the romantic tradition and ecological thinking
they honor the natural world without imagining that it exists for humans or functions
in reference to human values in particular they enact a form of wonderment the capacity
of the mind to make sense of creatively adapt and enjoy the world out of which it has
evolved in short to endow it with meaning protagonists who come to experience reality
in this expansive way release themselves from self anxiety and alienation in this book
glendening shows how by intermixing past and present fact and fiction neo victorian
narratives with a few instructive exceptions manifest this pattern

Science and Religion in Neo-Victorian Novels

2013-04-17

from the amazon 1 best selling author prasenjeet kumar comes his debut legal romance
novel that will bring a smile to your face and tears to your eyes meet amit verma a 27
year old dreamy corporate lawyer looking for a job in delhi india one morning while
going through his mobile phone contact list he comes across the entry for naina karnad
a girl who stole his heart some two years back in his former workplace the problem he
has not dialled her number in a year will they ever meet again will their love life
survive the corporate intrigues and the recession legally in love is a powerful tale of
two souls battling their way through the ruthless world of corporate office politics to
discovering their true love and passion if you love reading clean and wholesome romance
buy a copy now and enjoy

Legally in Love

2018-07-24

nadira goode was a self made successful businesswoman who seemed to have it all a
thriving online business cars houses vacations spots six figures in her bank account
all the things anyone could ever want to make them happy the one thing she did lack
confidence having been pleasingly plump all her life she was picked on put down and
bullied both at school and at home as an adult she was bullied and degraded by the very
person that was supposed to love her her man brian after suffering a heartbreak and
disappointment her already lacking self esteem hits rock bottom but before she could
sink she was thrown a lifeline thus embarking on a path to self love and discovery with
the encouragement and guidance of her bestie as well as a new love interest will nadira
become the powerhouse bbw all around her know she can be or will her lack of confidence
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continue to plague her and ruin her chance at true love

Delicious

2022-08-21

this lively volume explores the theme of friendship in the lives and works of ralph
waldo emerson and henry david thoreau written from diverse perspectives the essays
offer close readings of selected texts and draw on letters and journals to offer a
comprehensive view of how emerson s and thoreau s friendships took root and bolstered
their individual political social and ethical projects this collection explores how
emerson and thoreau in their own ways conceived of friendship as the creation of shared
meaning in light of personal differences tragedy and loss and changing life
circumstances emerson and thoreau presents important reflections on the role of
friendship in the lives of individuals and in global culture

Emerson & Thoreau

2010

a popular subject in sociology and cultural studies divorce has until recently been
overlooked by literary critics spanning nearly a century during which the divorce rate
skyrocketed love american style traces the treatment of divorce in the american novel
this book draws upon popular sociological political and architectural history to
illustrate how divorce reflects conflicting ideologies and notions of american identity
focusing primarily on work by william dean howells edith wharton mary mccarthy and john
updike kimberly freeman delineates a system of tropes particular to divorce in american
novels such as the association of divorce with the west and modernity the dismantling
of the home and the disruption of the boundary between the public and the private these
tropes suggest a literary tradition of love marriage and divorce that is central to
twentieth century american fiction offering an explanation for both the treatment of
divorce in the american novel as well as its predominance in american culture this book
should appeal to scholars of american literature and popular culture or anyone
interested in how divorce has become so american

Love American Style

2004-03-01

juxtaposing life writing and romance this study offers the first book length
exploration of the dynamic and complex relationship between the two genres in so doing
it operates at the intersection of several recent trends interest in women s
contributions to autobiography greater awareness of the diversity and flexibility of
auto biographical forms in the early modern period and the use of manuscripts and other
material evidence to trace literacy practices through analysis of a wide variety of
life writings by early modern englishwomen including elizabeth delaval dorothy
calthorpe ann fanshawe and anne halkett julie a eckerle demonstrates that these women
were not only familiar with the controversial romance genre but also deeply influenced
by it romance she argues with its unending tales of unsatisfying love spoke to
something in women s experience offered a model by which they could recount their own
disappointments in a world where arranged marriage and often loveless matches ruled the
day and exerted a powerful pervasive pressure on their textual self formations
romancing the self in early modern englishwomen s life writing documents a vibrant
secular form of auto biographical writing that coexisted alongside numerous spiritual
forms providing a much more nuanced and complete understanding of sixteenth and
seventeenth century women s reading and writing literacies

Romancing the Self in Early Modern Englishwomen's Life
Writing

2016-04-01

what role has jewish intellectual culture played in the development of modern romance
literature susanne zepp seeks to answer this question through an examination of five
influential early modern texts written between 1499 and 1627 fernando de rojas s la
celestina leone ebreo s dialoghi d amore the anonymous tale lazarillo de tormes the
first picaresque novel montaigne s essais and the poetical renditions of the bible by
joão pinto delgado forced to straddle two cultures and religions these iberian
conversos jews who converted to catholicism prefigured the subjectivity which would
come to characterize modernity as new christians in an intolerant world these thinkers
worked within the tensions of their historical context to question norms and dogmas in
the past scholars have focused on the jewish origins of such major figures in
literature and philosophy through close readings of these texts zepp moves the debate
away from the narrow question of the authors origins to focus on the innovative ways
these authors subverted and transcended traditional genres she interprets the changes
that took place in various literary genres and works of the period within the broader
historical context of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries demonstrating the extent
to which the development of early modern subjective consciousness and its expression in
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literary works can be explained in part as a universalization of originally jewish
experiences

An Early Self

2014-11-19

this anthology of essays deliberates chiefly on the notion of locating home through the
lens of the mythical idea of trishanku implying in between space and homing in diaspora
women s narratives associated with the south asian region the idea of in between space
has been used differently in various cultures but gesture prominently on the
connotation of hanging between worlds historically imperialism and the indentured
grimit system triggered dispersal of labourers to the various colonies of the british
of course this was not the only cause of international migratory processes the
partition of india and pakistan led to large scale migration there was punjabi
migration to canada several indians particularly the gujaratis travelled to africa for
business reasons south indians travelled to the gulf for employment there were
migrations to east asian countries under the kangani system again these were not the
only reasons the process of demographic movement from south asia has been complex due
to innumerable push pull factors the subsequent generations of migrants included the
twice thrice and likewise displaced members of the diaspora racial denigration and
orientalist perceptions plagued their lives they belonged to various ethnicities and
races inhabited marginalized spaces and strived to acculturate in the host society
complete cultural assimilation was not possible creating layered and hyphenated
identities these intricate social processes resulted in amalgamation and cross
pollination of cultures inter racial relationships and hybridization in all terrains of
culture language music fashion cuisine and so on situated in this matrix was the notion
of home a special personal space which an individual could feel as belonging to very
strongly nostalgia loss of home culture shock and interracial encounters problematized
this discernment of belongingness and home these multifarious themes have been captured
by women writers from the south asian region and this book looks at the various aspects
related to negotiating home in their narratives

Diaspora Poetics and Homing in South Asian Women's Writing
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what love is why love is born why it sometimes grows and why it sometimes dies have you
ever wondered how romantic love evolves what the difference is between mature and
immature love what role sex plays in romantic love and whether love necessarily implies
sexual exclusivity and most important how can we make love last originally published in
1980 this updated edition of the psychology of romantic love explores the nature of
romantic love on many levels the philosophical the historical the sociological and the
physiological nathaniel branden explains why so many people say that romantic love is
just not possible in today s world and drawing on his experience with thousands of
couples finds that such love is still a possibility for anyone who understands its
essence and is willing to accept its challenges branden sees it as a pathway not only
to extraordinary joy but also to profound self discovery his vision of love is
thoroughly appropriate to our time and grounded in our humanness

The Psychology of Romantic Love

2008-01-31

the best selling 12 engagements of becoming the great lover of your life with weekly
dates for falling in love dating you plus the secret for lasting relationships and
preventing divorce by fully engaging and becoming one with your head heart soul you ll
experience a deep love for yourself that heals not only your inner child but also your
life as a whole naked unafraid unashamed unapologetic how s your love life if you re
holding back in any area of your life due to waiting for the future or feeling stuck in
the present this book is for you it s time to have and no longer to hold holding on to
the past or living in an ideal future is divorcing you from the present life you would
love to passionately live even in the midst of feeling lost and confused there s hope
if you re suffering from a sense of anxiety and depression that lurks in your shadows
there is a way to unlock your heart you re not alone when was the last time you felt
fully engaged in your life with nearly half of all marriage ending in divorce and the
possibility of heartbreak everywhere what if simply meant to be is not that simple what
if happily ever after isn t something you wait for how would you like to learn dating
secrets that even millionaire matchmaker patti stanger hasn t taught you become the
great lover of your life the secrets of dating yourself well have brought purpose
clarity adventure romance and direction to women who have a desire for more it has been
the guiding force that has led single and married women to explore and discover the
longing that s within them and the joy of seeing their dreams come true it has also
taken women through the gut wrenching pain of divorce it s time to romance your life
and the you shall finally become one lennon was right if enduring love is what you re
after date yourself well will guide you on a transformative journey to the happily ever
after you seek dr shannon s thoughtful empowering and inspirational treatise will hold
a treasured spot on your bedside nightstand evan michael zislis author of aphrodisiac
clearing the cluttered path to epic love great sex relationships that last and the
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amazon international best seller clutterfree revolution simplify your stuff organize
your life save the world as an acknowledged relationship expert and author i tend to be
critical in my praise i have been fortunate to be with dr shannon personally and within
a group dynamic as a participant she is unique in her perspective as it relates to
women men relationships and love astute and powerful as a leader her clarity and
experience in causing breakthrough results is a gift worth reading date yourself well
is unquestionably a worthwhile read for anyone committed to deeply understanding his or
her heart the keys to experiencing true love and living a great love life martin cohen
relationship expert and best selling author of gender balancing an evolutionary model
for elevating relationships from mediocre to extraordinary dr shannon s fresh new
perspective on dating yourself well and fully engaging in life is powerfully relevant
and highly needed in today s modern era through a proven effective twelve week process
complete with weekly dates date yourself well takes the reader through the course of a
new type of engagement a full engagement with herself and the life she lives john mason
best selling author of an enemy called average date yourself well is a reminder that
before you go out searching for love make sure you have found it inside yourself first
melanie young author of fearless fabulous lessons on living life on your terms and
getting things off my chest with weekly s o l dates that allow you to pursue you your
heart and desires you ll be guided through a proven effective process that takes dating
self love to a whole new level this is your ulti

Date Yourself Well
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finding marianne a magical feel good romance set in scotland a marriage that s fallen
apart friends who ve drifted away and a job she doesn t love marianne has realised she
wants a fresh start in life determined to heal work out what she wants and find herself
she sets off on a road trip she s always felt called to go to scotland the homeland of
her grandmother the only thing she knows for sure is she s never falling in love again
when she meets finn she s determined they ll only be friends or a fun fling at best
their worlds are too different and they want different things the universe however has
different plans back in 1960 nora marianne s grandmother has grown up on a highland
farm when she falls in love with handsome tom she leaves all she knows behind to go and
live in england discover the story of two generations of women with a whole lot of
romance and a wee bit of magic

Finding Marianne

2024-05-08

we speak a different tongue maverick voices and modernity 1890 1939 challenges the
critical practice of privileging modernism in so doing the volume makes a significant
contribution to contemporary debates about re visioning literary modernism questioning
its canon and challenging its aesthetic parameters by utilizing the term modernity
rather than modernism the 16 essays housed in this volume foreground the writers who
have been marginalised by both their contemporary modernist writers and literary
scholars while exploring the way in which these authors responded to the tensions

Binding Theory and Pronominal Anaphora in Brazilian
Portuguese

1999

these volumes provide an authoritative reference resource on leadership issues specific
to women and gender with a focus on positive aspects and opportunities for leadership
in various domains

We Speak a Different Tongue

2015-09-18

learn how to communicate to keep the love fires burning with all the talking going on
it seems we must be relating but our results show otherwise with over half of
relationships calling it quits this book will teach you how to create a relationship
that not only beats the odds but surpasses your dreams catherine auman s tantric dating
bringing love and awareness to the dating process was named one of the best dating
books of all time by book authority in this follow up book tantric relating
relationship advice to find and keep sex love and romance you will learn what to do
after attracting your perfect love to create magic inside this book you will discover
how to communicate to create your perfect soulmate relationship the spiritual path of
relating how conventional advice has steered you wrong what kind of work to do on
yourself read this book and you will find out how to praise thank and flirt discover
why when in doubt touch learn how to create romantic intimacy get started immediately
buy now and take a giant step on your journey to creating your perfect soulmate
relationship by using tantric secrets scroll to the top of the page and hit the buy
button
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Gender and Women's Leadership

2010-08-18

overturning the common characterization of seventeenth century english prose romance as
an exhausted imitative genre with little bearing on the evolution of the novel this
book argues that early modern romance was a central forum for exploring the newly
pressing moral philosophical and political problem of self interest

Tantric Relating: Relationship Advice to Find and Keep
Sex, Love and Romance

2022-07-22

the antebellum period has long been identified with the belated emergence of a truly
national literature and yet as meredith l mcgill argues a mass market for books in this
period was built and sustained through what we would call rampant literary piracy a
national literature developed not despite but because of the systematic copying of
foreign works restoring a political dimension to accounts of the economic grounds of
antebellum literature mcgill unfolds the legal arguments and political struggles that
produced an american culture of reprinting and held it in place for two crucial decades
in this culture of reprinting the circulation of print outstripped authorial and
editorial control mcgill examines the workings of literary culture within this market
shifting her gaze from first and authorized editions to reprints and piracies from the
form of the book to the intersection of book and periodical publishing and from a
national literature to an internally divided and transatlantic literary marketplace
through readings of the work of dickens poe and hawthorne mcgill seeks both to analyze
how changes in the conditions of publication influenced literary form and to measure
what was lost as literary markets became centralized and literary culture became
stratified in the early 1850s american literature and the culture of reprinting 1834
1853 delineates a distinctive literary culture that was regional in articulation and
transnational in scope while questioning the grounds of the startlingly recent but
nonetheless powerful equation of the national interest with the extension of authors
rights

Seventeenth-Century English Romance
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ardath the story of a dead self popular victorian era writer marie corelli does it
again in this epic romance imbued with supernatural and gothic themes marie corelli 1
may 1855 21 april 1924 was a british novelist she enjoyed a period of great literary
success from the publication of her first novel in 1886 until world war i corelli s
novels sold more copies than the combined sales of popular contemporaries including
arthur conan doyle h g wells and rudyard kipling although critics often derided her
work as the favourite of the common multitude mary mackay was born in london to
elizabeth mills a servant of the scottish poet and songwriter dr charles mackay her
biological father in 1866 eleven year old mary was sent to a parisian convent to
further her education she returned to britain four years later in 1870 mackay began her
career as a musician adopting the name marie corelli for her billing eventually she
turned to writing and published her first novel a romance of two worlds in 1886 in her
time she was the most widely read author of fiction her works were collected by winston
churchill randolph churchill and members of the british royal family among othersmackay
faced criticism from the literary elite for her overly melodramatic writing in the
spectator grant allen called her a woman of deplorable talent who imagined that she was
a genius and was accepted as a genius by a public to whose commonplace sentimentalities
and prejudices she gave a glamorous setting james agate represented her as combining
the imagination of a poe with the style of an ouida and the mentality of a nursemaid a
recurring theme in corelli s books is her attempt to reconcile christianity with
reincarnation astral projection and other mystical ideas her books were a part of the
foundation of today s new age religion her portrait was painted by helen donald smith
corelli is generally accepted to have been the inspiration for at least two of e f
benson s characters in his lucia series of six novels and a short story the main
character emmeline lucia lucas is a vain and snobbish woman of the upper middle class
with an obsessive desire to be the leading light of her community to associate with the
nobility to see her name reported in the social columns and a comical pretension to
education and musical talent neither of which she possesses she also pretends to be
able to speak italian something corelli was known to have done the character of miss
susan leg is an author of highly successful but pulpish romance novels who writes under
the name of rudolph da vinci and first appears in benson s work a few years after marie
corelli s death in 1924

American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting,
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Ardath : the Story of a Dead Self, by Marie Corelli ( Epic
Romance )
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